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CiNii Articles is a service to provide article information 
including Japanese academic articles.
CiNii navigates you to your target article among vast 
amounts of information including articles which are 
published in journals of academic societies in Japan, 
research bulletins which are published by Japanese universities, 
and the National Diet Library's Japanese Periodicals Index.

You can easily search your target article among 
vast amounts of article information.
You can also browse full texts in Japanese 
academic society journals and research bulletins 
or refer to full texts of other sites using the links.

You can refer to approximately 10 
million book data which are held by 
about 1,200 university libraries in Japan.
CiNii Books can indicate which libraries 
in Japan hold your target book, and also 
display a list of books which a specific 
library or libraries hold.

CiNii Books is a service to provide information on 
books (and journals) which are held by 
university libraries in Japan, and stored on NACSIS-CAT. 
A wide range of books including classic books, foreign books, 
CDs, DVDs, as well as recent books, can be searched.

［For enquiries］
National Institute of Informatics  2-1-2 Hitotsubashi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101-8430, Japan
CiNii desk:  ciniiadm@nii.ac.jp  +81-3-4212-2300
Usage application desk:  user-request@nii.ac.jp  +81-3-4212-2300
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*1 PPV (Pay Per View) can be purchased per article (payment by credit card).
*2 To view the paid articles on the Institutional Fixed-price Service, obtaining a Site License Individual ID is 
necessary.
*3 Access by VPN, Shibboleth (GakuNin) is also available.

There are four different user categories of CiNii Articles, in accordance with the institution which the 
user belongs to or whether the user has obtained an ID.
Depending on the user categories, the available functions and the payment structures slightly differ. 
Consider the advantages of each use categories, and select the most appropriate use method for you.

User categories
You can search articles by entering keywords, such as a 
title, an author name, or the name of the journal in which 
the target article is included. Articles can also be searched 
using the detailed search function, searched by author 
search function, or the full text search function. 

Powerful search functions

You can easily search your target article among vast 
amounts of information of more than 16 million 
articles, such as academic society journals and 
research bulletins.

An extensive article 
bibliography database

Full texts of the selected articles are available to general 
users in the PDF format. There are charged and free 
articles. With "Institutional Fixed-Price Service" contract, 
users can display many of charged articles. CiNii includes 
links to the contents of other sites. If the target article 
cannot be found, you can check on CiNii Books which 
library holds the target article.  

From bibliography to full texts

CiNii displays the number of references included in an 
article, or the number of articles which cite the article. The 
links of the citation relation are also available (Registered 
user only).

Cited references

You can search approximately 10 million book and 
author data (totaled over 120 million books) which 
are held at about 1,200 university libraries in Japan. 
The data has been stored on the NACSIS-CAT (online 
cataloging system in Japan) which is managed by 
the National Institute of Informatics. 

Vast amounts of holdings Extensive search functions
Books and journals can be found using the simple 
and easy "Simple search" function or "Advanced 
search" function to search by author names, 
publ i sher  names ,  notes ,  or  c lass i f icat ions . 
Additionally, you can search for author information, 
description and table of contents.

You can specify and search for books held by 
libraries in a certain area or by a certain library.

Books can be searched for 
by specifying a library

CiNii Books can display a list of libraries which hold 
your target book. You can refine the list of libraries 
by area or ILL (Inter Library Loan) availability. You 
can also confirm the details at the book information 
page of each library via OPAC  button.

Listing and refining 
holding libraries

If you sign up with the Institutional Fixed-price 
Service , your institution’s unique link by OpenURL 
can be displayed, and the indication priority can be 
given to your libraries at the list of holding libraries 
at CiNii Books.

Link setting
(Only for institutions 
with Fixed-price contracts)

The search results can be downloaded in the TSV format, 
or directly export into different types of reference 
management tools, such as RefWorks, EndNote (including 
EndNote Web), and Mendeley. The search results can also 
be obtained by RSS feed.

Convenient function 
(in common with CiNii Books)

General Registered users

Service No ID
obtained Individual ID

Institutional
Fixed-Price Service

Use within the 
institution

Site License
Individual ID

User Category No use 
registration

Personal ID for 
t h e  m o n t h l y 
volume charge 
service which is 
cheaper  than 
PPV

Service for corporate 
bodies such as uni-
versities, libraries, and 
private companies (IP 
authentication)

Personal IDs for mem-
bers *2 who belong to 
an "institution with a 
fixed-price contracts"

Annual registration fee Free 2,160 yen

General user
From 162,000 yen
Academic user
from 54,000 yen

User who belongs to 
an "institution with a 
fixed-price contracts": 
Free

Search 
results

Detailed information 
and abstract ○ ○ ○ ○

Citation
information ― ○ ○ ○

Contents

Open Access ○ ○ ○ ○

Subscription PPV*1

(From 540 yen)

Monthly volume 
charge

(From 64 yen)
○ ○

Paid PPV*1

(From 540 yen)

Monthly volume 
charge

(From 64 yen)

Monthly volume 
charge*2

(From 64 yen)

Monthly volume 
charge*2

(From 64 yen)

Access from outside 
of the institution ― ― ― *3 ○

CiNii is an essential 
academic information 
platform for scholars 
and students.
CiNii has two functions, one is "CiNii 
Articles" and the other is "CiNii 
Books".
CiNii Articles includes approximately 
16 mil l ion articles published in 
Japan, and users can refer to links to 
the PDF full texts in CiNii or  in other 
services.
CiNii Books includes approximately 
10 million book data, such as books, 
journals, classic books, and foreign 
books, which are held by more than 
1,200 university libraries in Japan. 
You can search which libraries
hold their target books.
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Bibliography
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Full texts
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Japan Medical Abstracts 
Society 
Ichushi Web

Publishers, etc.
CrossRef
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etc.

Bibliography
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If you sign up with the Institutional Fixed-Price Service, 
you can use all of the CiNii functions and refer to the “Subscription” full 

texts of the academic society journals. Options to configure 
your institution’s original setting are also available.
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